
Year 4 English Learning for week beginning: Monday 18th January 

Information  

English – 45 minutes for the main lesson and 15 minutes handwriting or spelling 

(alternating daily). 

You can choose to do either both of these in one go or do at different times in the day, 

whatever works for you. 

Mondays: SPAG (spelling, punctuation and grammar learning) and 15 minutes spelling.  

 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays: These 3 lessons will follow a learning sequence, 

so please complete the tasks in the given order. These will be writing lessons (may 

include planning and research too). 15 minutes handwriting/spelling/handwriting.  

 

Fridays: A reading activity or reading comprehension will be set and 15 minutes spelling.  

 

Handwriting and Spellings will continue to be daily (these usually alternate). Spend 10-15 

minutes on these please. If you want to do a little extra spelling practise: spelling - 

Topmarks Search 

 

Reading – Please spend 30 minutes enjoying books and reading aloud to somebody at 

home. Please make sure that you are taking a quiz one each book you read – do both quiz 

types please, the comprehension and vocabulary quizzes.  

 

I have included all the resources and worksheets below the information. You do not have 

to print everything off as sometimes you will be able to work from the worksheet. 

It is grouped in: 

Spelling activities for the week 

Handwriting activities for the week 

English activities for the week. On the last pages are some screen shots of the BBC 

Bitesize pages we will be using on Friday, I have included these in case you have not got 

access to the internet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/search.aspx?q=spelling
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/search.aspx?q=spelling


Monday 

The spelling may take longer today so spend 30 minutes on spelling and 30 minutes on the English.  

Spelling: Unit 13 – scanned below. Pages 54 & 55. 

• Speed spell – ask somebody at home to choose 6 words from unit 12. Can you spell these? 

• Complete the Spelling zone activity. 

• Complete the dots and dashes.  

• Complete the word changers activity. 

 

Orange words to learn this week: (in preparation for the jumping orange words activity on 

Friday). 

Experience     equipment   extreme     famous     favourite     February      

 

English: SPAG – To use inverted commas to show direct speech. 

This is something we have worked on for the last couple of weeks, so hopefully you are beginning 

to feel more confident with these. I am sure you will want to include some speech in your stories 

this week, so let’s see if we can follow the rules for this. 

 

Today I would like you to make a poster explaining how to use inverted commas to show direct 

speech.  

If you look back at last week’s planning, you will see the cheat sheet and poster which could help 

you. You may also want to recap the super movers’ song:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-english-inverted-commas-with-mr-

smith/z62rhbk 

 

Tuesday 

Handwriting: Unit 13. Spend 10-15 minutes practising your handwriting using the given 

worksheets. There is an extension sheet if you would like to do any extra in the week. We are 

not expecting you to complete all of the sheet, just practise for 10 or so minutes and try your 

hardest to form and join those letters accurately.  

 

English: To identify how a story is structured.  

Watch the online video again of Flotsam – or read the book. 

Flotsam by David Wiesner - YouTube  

 

What can you remember about a story structure? This BBC bitesize video will help: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgcwmn/articles/zk8qnr 

Can you remember how we use a story mountain to help us remember how to structure a story? 

We have used this structure lots so it is familiar to you. Please see the poster below to remind 

you. 

On the blank story mountain frame, fill in notes for what is happening in the structure for 

Flotsam. What happens in the opening, build up, problem/dilemma, resolution and ending? 

Answers to help you are in ‘Wednesday’s’ box below.  

 

What do you think the opening, build up, climax, resolution, ending would be? - use set of photos 

1 between 2 to do this. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-english-inverted-commas-with-mr-smith/z62rhbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-english-inverted-commas-with-mr-smith/z62rhbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MTKWnxzqvM
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgcwmn/articles/zk8qnr


Wednesday 

Spelling: Unit 13 – scanned below. Page 56. You will need somebody to work with for the 1st 2 activities.  

• Complete the dictation activity – here are the sentences somebody will need:  

  
• Play the 4 in a row game.  

• Practise your orange or red words from Monday in an interesting way – see below for some ideas.  

 
 

 

English: LO: To use imaginative language in writing.  

How did you get on yesterday with filling in a story mountain for Flotsam? 

Today your task is to choose and then write one section of the story -either the opening, build up, 

problem, resolution or ending. If you choose to do the resolution, you can add in some made up bits about 

the camera’s journey as he leaves the boy. If you choose to write the ending, you can make up what 

happens next yourself.  

 

Refer back to the YouTube link for Flotsam above if you need to watch it again.  

 

The story structure is here in case you found it tricky yesterday.  

 

Opening: 

Young boy is on the beach with his family. He has various bits with him to show that he is an inquisitive 

child – such as binocular, microscope etc. He goes to the shore to look at an animal in more detail, when a 

wave washes over him. Also washed up is an old-fashioned camera.  

 

Build up.  

He takes the camera to his parents and then to the lifeguard. He then gets film developed (challenge of 

having to work out how to do this) 

Buys a new film. 

 

dilemma  

Looking at the photos...the boy then realises the camera is on a journey to time and place. The photos show 

different times gone by and many different places – it has made a long journey. He needs to continue to 

the camera’s journey. How is he going to do this? 

 

Resolution 

Takes a photo of himself & launches the camera back to into the sea to continue his journey.  

 Information and homework for Year 5 – Autumn Term 2018 2nd half 

Well done on the excellent effort for all your homework tasks last term – they were fantastic. This 

term we won’t include a cake option - can you guess why? 

This is your homework sheet for the next half term. Remember to also check your homework book 

and reading records as you will also write in extra things here. The timings for homework will follow 

the same as last term, so please look back at the homework sheet you had in September for 

information on how long you should spend on the different parts of homework. 

We will be continuing our ‘Journey to the Stars’ topic, but heading over the Atlantic Ocean to the 

stars and stripes… North America. In geography, we shall look at all the countries on North 

America, the climate and the varying landscape. Our homework tasks will also focus on this topic. 

Remember, have fun with these and make sure you choose three activities that you are interested 

in. Each of these activities should take you an hour to complete. You may choose when you hand 

these in across the next half term, but please complete the three before we break up for 

Christmas. You may want to spread these out or complete one a week for the first three weeks. The 

choice is yours with the topic tasks. As soon as you complete an activity, bring it in to show and claim 

your team points in your homework book. 

Homework will be set on a Friday (all tasks so you can choose how to organise this over the week) 

and homework books will be brought home on these days. Please bring books back to school on the 

Thursday. 

Daily tasks - reading, spellings and times tables. Please remember to log your reading in the reading 

record book you were given and to quiz on a book when you have finished. There are lots of ways to 

practice your times tables – perhaps try one of the spelling ideas below to help learn your times 

tables for the week. 

Mathletics – 20 minutes per week. Do not forget you can also use multiverse for practicing your 

times tables too. 

Spellings:  Each week, you will now bring home your spelling log book. The spellings for homework will 

focus on the words and spelling rules we are learning in school. Choose 10 spellings from the unit we 

are working on (you will know which unit it is so do not worry), and use the look-say-cover-write-

check sheet in your homework book to help you to learn these. You will now be given a blank sheet 

and you will choose the 10 words yourself to write on at home.  Next week, your partner will test you 

on the 10 words. If you haven’t any spellings to learn this week (as we tend to spend 2 weeks on a 

unit), go to the back of the log book and continue choose words from the y3/4 spelling list. 

Ideas for learning spellings: There are many different ways to learn spellings and using the look-

say-cover-write-check sheet is just one way. You could: 

• Try painting your words in different colours 

• Sprinkle talcum powder/flour/rice/sand/shaving foam (or something similar) in a baking tray 

and use your finger to spell out the words 

• Cut out letters from an old newspaper or magazine to make your spelling words 

• Draw a rainbow and write all your words in an arc in a different colour 

• Make a paper chain of your spelling words 

• Play hang man with a partner using your words…or come up with another idea to help learn 

your spellings and share with the class. 

Just remember to practice your spellings on three different days. If you choose not to use the 

look-say-cover-write-check sheet, just ask someone at home to sign on the sheet to say you’ve 

practiced these and then you can write a sentence to tell me the method you used this week. 

 



The camera is taken by the sea / animals to its new destination. We do not know what adventures the 

camera has this time.  

 

Ending 

Links back to the beginning as next child is on the beach finding the flotsam camera. 

 

As you write today, focus on using rich and imaginative language to bring your scene alive…just like you did 

when we wrote our Howard Carter diaries. Do you remember how you really used amazing language to 

describe what you saw? See if you can use amazing language today.  

Focus on linking sentences together using fronted adverbials.  

 

*** You will have time tomorrow to complete this activity too. *** 

*** Remember, you are not writing the whole story, just one section of this. *** 

Thursday 

 

Handwriting: Unit 13. Spend 10-15 minutes practising your handwriting using the given 

worksheets. Focus on completing the first sheet from Tuesday. If you have completed this, the 

second sheet is for extra if you would like to do it too.  

 

English: To edit and improve our written work, suggesting improvements which could be made. 

 

Complete the story you were writing yesterday. 

 

When you have finished your story, use your remaining time to edit and improve this. Can you 

remember how we do this with our purple pens in class? 

 

• I can edit my own writing to make sure it makes sense and I can make improvements to 

this.  

• I can proof-read my work for spelling and punctuation errors. 

• I can proof-read for consistent and correct use of tense and make sure my verb tenses 

agree (It was…they were…he was) 

• I can check and where appropriate change, my use of vocabulary, grammar and 

punctuation to create greater impact – this means to look at your sentences – can you 

make them better, perhaps by extending them or adding in a fronted adverbial?  

 

Friday Reading Challenge 

Spelling: Unit 13 – scanned below. Page 57. You will need somebody to work with for last activity. 

• Complete the ‘Choose the right word’ activity on p.57.  
Ask somebody to read the 6 orange words from Monday to you and write these in the ‘Jumping orange 

words’ on page 57.  

Experience     equipment   extreme     famous     favourite     February 

 

English – Reading comprehension – This is online this week, but I have included a transcript 

of the story and screen shots of the internet pages in case you have not got access to the 

internet.   
 

 



This is the spelling unit you will need for Monday, Wednesday and Thursday: 

 



 



These are the handwriting sheets you will need for Tuesday – write on the 

coloured lines or in a book.  

 



 

 

 



Handwriting for Thursday if you completed the above sheet (and other days if 

you would like to practise more): 

       



Tuesday’s learning: Poster to help you: 

:  

 



Tuesday’s worksheet – putting the structure of Flotsam onto a story map. 

 

 



Friday’s comprehension – copies from website: 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


